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Stafford Springs, CT 06076 

Veterans Meeting Room 

August 28, 2017; 7 p.m. 

Minutes of the Meeting 

Members present: 

leonard Clark, Chairman 
Donald Passardi, Vice Chairman 
Maureen Griffith 
Becky Kraussmann 
John Perrier, Selectman 
Beth Magura, Secretary 

Also attending was Steve Squire, alternate Commission member. Susan Briggs also attended; her 
application for Commission membership is now under considered by the Board of Selectmen. 

1. 	 The meeting was called to order at 7 p.m. Six out of six appointed members of the Stafford 

Historical Advisory Commission (SHAC) were present therefore a quorum was established. 

2. 	 Donald Passardi made a motion to accept the minutes of the 7-17-2017 meeting. Becky 

Kraussmann seconded the motion. All members agreed to accept the 7-17-2017 minutes. 

3. 	 Brad Pinney, who had been scheduled to present his proposal for possible use of the Pinney 

School as an addiction recovery center, was unable to attend the meeting. He asked to be 

included on the agenda of the Sept. 251 20171 meeting, and Chairman Clark agreed to do so. 

4. 	 Ideas for the future of the Witt School were discussed. Chairman Clark asked the Commission 

members if they wanted to postpone discussion of ideas for the Pinney School until the 

9/25/2017 meeting. Becky Kraussmann expressed the opinion that SHAC should consider ideas 

for both properties on a simultaneous timeline. 

John Perrier asked if there was any new interest in the Witt School. Becky said that architect 

Joseph V. Vallone, developer of Loom City Lofts, Rockville, CT (http://www.loomcitylofts.com/). 

had been informed by Brad Schide of the CT Trust for Historic Preservation about the Witt 
School. [Note for the record: Brad Schide had participated in the tour of the Pinney and Witt 

schools on May 10, 2017.] Becky related that Joe Vallone requests that the Witt School be 

within a historic district, which would enable him to receive tax credits and grants to facilitate 

the rehabilitation. 
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Donald Passardi suggested that SHAC develop three or four ideas for each school, and he urged 

that the Town aggressively advertise both of the properties; options include paid ads or placing 

notices in specialty magazines, such as antique magazines, where free advertising is available. 

Donald Passardi said he'd heard that TIM was seeking office space; other SHAC members 

agreed that this had been true in the past but that TIM's interest had waned. Mr. Passardi 

restated his opinion that the Town should make a concerted effort to contact TIM. Donald 

Passardi agreed to contact First Selectman Tony Frassinelli to learn about the most recent 

interactions with TTM about its interest in Pinney School. (Don said that the minimum bid on 

the Pinney School is currently $200,000.) 

S. Report about the Aug. 18,2017, meeting sponsored by the CT Main Street Center. Title: 

"2017 Program Updates: Federal Grants & Community Development Initiatives," held at 

Eastern Connecticut State University, Willimantic. 

SHAC members who attended were Maureen Griffith, Becky Kraussmann and Beth Magura. 

Workshop organizers sent a Powerpolnt file to attendees that Includes all 0/ the speakers' 

slides. Maureen, Beeley or Beth will be glad to send a digitalfile to interested parties. 
Countless web resources are listed in the slides. 

U.S. Representative Joe Courtney opened the workshop. 

The seven scheduled workshop speakers were as follows: 

• Kathryn Power, U.S. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (part of the 

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services). Kathryn.power@samhas.hhs.gov Countless 

services and support are offered by SAMHSA. 

• Suzanne Piacentini, U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development. Contact her at 
Suzanne.piacentini@hud.gov 

• Maura Hayden-Walker, Connecticut Housing Finance Authority (CHFA) 

• Kathleen Castagna, Brownfields and Economic Development, U.S. Dept of Energy. She said 

that the main contact person for the regional office is Frank Garnder, the Region 1 Brownfields 

Coordinator: gardner.frank@epa.gov. 617-918-1278 

• Tim Sullivan, deputy commissioner, Conn. Dept. of Economic and Community Development. 

Other topics he could discuss included the Manufacturing Investment Fund, the Conn. Port 

Authority and the Small Business Express. He said that redevelopment projects have created 

15,000+ construction jobs and 3,000 permanent jobs. Each $1 invested leads to $11.41 to be 

invested by nonstate partners. Two redevelopment projects he mentioned briefly were the 

Norwich Hospital (abandoned in the mid-1990s by the State), located in Preston, CT; and the 

Capewell Lofts in Hartford (built in 1902 and abandoned in 1985). 

• Anne Hunt, U.S. Small Business Administration. The SBA's focus is threefold: counseling, 
capital (70,000 loans) and contracting (23% of government contracts are set aside for small 

businesses, aka "set-aside contracts"). She said that 300,000 small businesses employ about 

47% of all people in Connecticut. To obtain email updates from the department, register at 

www.sba.gov/ct. Free help available, contact www.score.org (the SBA Resource Partner); Small 

Business Development Centers, Lender Match program (www.sba.gov/lendermatch). 
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• Aya Beckles-Swanson, Vice President of Community Lending, Community Investment Corp., 

covering Rhode Island and Connecticut. abswanson@ciclending.com Three different loan 

programs are offered, including microloans less than or equal to $50,000 at a 8.125% interest 

rate. The CIC specializes in helping folks with "storied credit." Typically, CIC is involved in the SBA 

504 Loan Program, partnering with banks and the business owner. Examples of small businesses 

aided by CIC: Right Path Organic cafe, New London, CT; Hannah's Market & Deli, Voluntown Rd., 

Griswold, CT; and The River House, Haddam, CT. In the past 3 years, the CIC has created 1,300 

jobs in Connecticut. 

Maureen Griffith reported on Dave Hurley of the CT Trust for Historic Preservation, who in a 

post-workshop session outlined a service that would be funded by a $10,000 grant to the Town 

to provide technical assistance and to provide a project assessment for rehabilitation of a 

historical property. The service includes a developer consultant who could help with marketing 

and support and could help identify the best uses for a particular building. This team could to do 

a full-scope assessment of needs and is able to advise on building uses that the Town might 

want to pursue. These individuals have had experience with certain types of buildings and know 

what has been successful in the past. Becky Kraussmann added that they have contacts with 

investors who undertake rehab projects. Maureen said that SHAC could reach out to Dave 

Hurley and set up a time for a site visit by a team of four or five specialists who can look at 

either school property to identify all the things that need to be done. This would be fully funded 

and done at no cost to the Town. Maureen will contact Dave Hurley as an initial step toward 

taking advantage of such a service. 

Maureen Griffith also met at the workshop a woman, who is managing a business incubator 

program in Manchester, CT. A business owner with an idea can rent out space for a start-up 

business. The Community Investment Corp. is willing to invest in such start-ups. Jodi Harmon, a 

co-owner of the Stafford Cidery, endorses the business incubator idea. 

Under the business incubator scenario, Becky Kraussmann asked who would buy the building in 

question and oversee such a business incubator? 

Beth Magura volunteered to consult with family friend Jill O'Hagan, a retired Quinnebaug 

Community College (Danielson, CT) administrator, for her general impression of training 

programs/apprenticeships and outreach to local businesses in eastern Connecticut. 

Chairman Clark was supportive of the idea of a small business incubator (although he leans 

toward use of the Witt School for technical training programs). Butch had visited an incubator 

center in E. Hartford with Energy Advisory Committee members; the startup has been funded by 
industry, not the State of CT. For example, the use of local microgrids for emergency services 

was being pitched by a start-up in E. Hartford. This is the kind of innovative thinking that can 
emerge from an incubator. 

Maureen Griffith pointed out that surveying local businesses about their needs could reveal 

possible synergies with ideas to use the Witt School as a center for technical training. Focus on 

local needs, create internship or apprenticeship opportunities; partner with the high school? 
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Before the Commission focuses solely on selling the Witt School, Butch Clark asked that the 

group consider a use that would enable the Town to retain ownership of the Witt building for 

a community college branch or technical training school facility. He asked: "Down the road, 
how will selling the building affect the community as a whole? Is selling the building the best 

choice?" 

A discussion ensued about community technical schools, such as Asnuntuck Community College 

in Enfield, which has a manufacturing technology center. Is there a way we can simultaneously 

work to bring some technical training to town? Brainstorming occurred about the possibility of a 

State-Town partnership. 

John Perrier reminded Commission members that funding for brownfield remediation (pertinent 

to restoring the Witt School) has stipulations attached to it. He also said that Tony Frassinelli has 

revisited the idea of Asnuntuck expanding into Stafford. Butch Clark mentioned past contacts 

(about 5 or 6 years ago?) with Asnuntuck administrators who had been interested in a 

collaboration. For example, former Selectman Neal Hoss had been interested in setting up a 

dental assistant training program. 

Butch pOinted out that in the Town of Stafford, 8-10% of the Town's tax revenue comes from 

businesses, whereas the percentage for most towns is in the range of 25-28%. Butch 

emphasized that the Town needs to think about people and economics, as well as restoring 

these historic building. 

Beth Magura cited an article, dated April 4, 2017, about consolidation of the Connecticut 

community colleges and state universities, published on the Inside Higher Education website; 

the article's title is "Consolidating Community Colleges." According to the article, at the college 

and university level, enrollment has been falling, dropping 11.1% in the last five years. 

According to the article, the number of high schoolers graduating annually in Connecticut is 

projected to drop by 26% between 2011-2012 and 2031-32. Beth also mentioned the closing of 
the UConn Torrington campus this year. Members had questions about the source of the 

article's data. Beth encouraged members to read this article which she had sent to them via 

email for background reading. (Beth has no particular expertise in the field of student 

demographics but was only providing data readily found on the Internet.) The article can be 

found at this URI: 
https:Uwww.insidehighered.com/news!2017/04/04/president -proposes-consolidation-connecticut-state-system 

Donald Passardi asked about the Witt School's loning classification. Roger Ingraham said the 

area is zoned residential. 

Roger Ingraham also recalled that the building cannot be sold. Becky and Don concurred in this 

understanding. The members agreed that the Hyde Park Commission must be consulted to 
clarify the status of the Witt School. 

Beth Magura informed SHAC members about an incoming email, received 2 hours before the 
SHAC meeting began via Staffordct.org, titled: "RFQ Site Marketing & Sale of Town Owned 

Property." Chairman Clark asked Beth Magura to forward the above 8/28/2017 email (with 
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attachment) to all SHAC members. The Town is seeking qualified realtors, which Don Passardi 

pointed out is consistent with aggressively marketing the properties. How this affects SHAC's 

work is a matter of concern. 

Becky raised the issue of establishing a Historic District, since doing so would afford some 
advantages to any potential developer of the Witt School. 

Don Passardi reiterated his understanding of SHAC's mission, which is to find a viable use for the 

two properties (Le., Witt and Pinney), while also preserving the historical integrity of the 

buildings. 

Beth Magura volunteered to contact the chairman of the Hyde Park Commission to verify 

whether any parameters of the Hyde Park endowment would affect rehabilitation and 

revitalized use of the Witt School. Chairman Clark extended an invitation to this the Hyde Park 

Commission chairman to attend the next SHAC meeting, so SHAC proceed effectively. 

Selectman John Perrier said he understood that the Witt building can be sold, whereas the 
Hyde Park Foundation owns the land that the building sits on. He recalled that limited on-site 

parking was a sticky issue. If a prospective developer does not own the land, it would be difficult 

to expand parking, for example. Such are the peculiarities related to selling or rehabbing the 
Witt building. 

In order to simultaneously pursue multiple ideas for the Witt School, Don Passardi urged 

Chairman Clark to invite someone from Asnuntuck Community College to attend the 
9/2S/2017 SHAC meeting, because turning the decommissioned school back into some type of 

school seems like it could be a workable plan. Steven Squire mentioned that Asnuntuck had 

recently merged with Tunxis (a community college in Farmington), so Asnuntuck personnel 

might be preoccupied. Chairman Clark will invite a representative of Asnuntuck to attend the 
next SHAC meeting; a few years ago, he had talked to the interim president who may now be 

president. 

Beth Magura asked where students would be drawn from for an envisioned technical training 

program. SHAC members listed Union, Stafford, Willington, Ashford, Eastford, anywhere "out 

this way in eastern Connecticut," where access to this kind of education is scarce. Commission 
members agreed that something should be taught that "you can't get elsewhere." 

Roger Ingraham suggested surveying businesses to find out what type of apprentice programs 
they would find useful. Put together a survey in a region we wish to draw from. High schools 

might collaborate to create paths to real jobs. 

Don Passardi mentioned the medical fields ...where is the nearest training program for nursing? 
St. Francis in Hartford? Roger Ingraham mentioned that last week at Asnuntuck an introduction 

to careers in the medical professions was held. 

Butch Clark mentioned another field of unlimited potential: clean energy technologies. This 

sector is creating more jobs in the country right now than any other single sector in the US. He 

believes the closest training program is located in New Haven. 
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Don Passardi reminded members that the Witt School cannot house a business due to zoning 

restrictions. Becky Kraussmann asked about mixed use, i.e., business + housing, or multi-use. 

Butch Clark, who is a member of the Planning &Zoning Commission (PCZ), provided some 

background information on what are called "live-work" scenarios in Stafford. That is, you can 

live and work in the same building. The PZC does not care for live-work venues because they are 

incredibly hard to monitor, and it is incredibly hard to verify if people who have moved in are 

primarily conducting business but not living in the building. One member asked why it matters if 

the tenant is paying rent on time. Butch said that the PZC cares because it expects rules to be 

followed. Complaints by neighbors cause controversy. 

Beth Magura reminded Commission members that the Witt School could potentially be a 

lovely site for condominiums for those over 55 or 60. Target those wishing to downsize to a 

studio or one-bedroom apartment in a lovely setting, where one can walk to the coffee shop, 

exercise in the park, walk to the post office. In May 2017 during the site tour of Witt School, 

Mary Dunne (Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer, Connecticut Dept. of Economic and 

Community Development) and Brad Schide (circuit rider, CT Trust for Historic Preservation) were 

greatly impressed by the view of Hyde Park when standing in front of the Witt School. 

Butch Clark cautioned against housing, citing the example of what happened in Ellington with 

over-55 housing on Rte 140 (across from Ellington High School). Originally intended as a 55-and

older community, the developer ran into trouble due to the 2008 economic recession. He later 

petitioned the Town to open sales to all age groups, which Ellington rejected 2 or 3 times but 

finally allowed. (Don Passardi remarked: "Shame on the town!") 

Butch Clark maintains that when a developer commits to proposal and it is approved by a town, 

the developer owns it. His main point is that changing the demographics of a housing 

development may adversely affect a town's finances. Butch cited a cost of $17,OOO/student to 

educate one child for one year. Although some funding is ree'd from the State of CT (till recently 

"'$5,000 from the State per child) budget cuts are looming. It costs many extra tax dollars to 

educate children, and the ramifications of this for a small town such as Stafford must be kept in 
mind at all times, said Clark. 

Maureen Griffith asked if the over-55 community on Furnace Ave. (i.e., Isabella Court) is full? If 

we pursue another, do we have enough people interested in this kind of housing? Don Passardi 

interjected: "Sell the building to a contractor and specify that it has to be for 55 and over. No 

school age kids allowed." 

Becky Kraussmann reminded members that due to grant stipulations, a percentage of the 

units may have to be low-cost housing units. This depends on the type of funding. Some of 
preservation grants may require a percentage of fixed income housing. 

Butch Clark stated that he does not think that it is a good idea. A priority to keep in mind at all 

times: A project should result in a positive cash flow to the Town of Stafford. It should be tax

positive. If you end up with a bunch of kids living in these units, the property becomes tax

negative. 

Beth Magura pointed out that the label tlfixed-income" could include a 65-year-old woman 

living on a pension who would want to invest in a condominium. Don Passardi suggested that 
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these units in a revamped Witt School would have to be restricted to one-bedroom apartments. 

Becky Kraussmann thinks that at the Loom City Lofts in Rockville, many of the units are 1 

bedroom. 

Members concluded that it has been valuable to have the preceding discussion but we should 

pursue information from the Hyde Park Commission as our next step in researching the Witt 

School. 

Becky Kraussman returned the discussion to SHAC's mandate and whether it should include 

the authority to establish Historical Districts, e.g., in the case of the Witt School to facilitate 

grants to a potential developer. Members discussed the pros and cons of historical districts 

(restrictions such as mandated paint colors, district certificates of appropriateness that 

supersede building permits, etc.) Becky pOinted out that the Stafford Hollow Historical District 

has existed for many years (and is registered at the state and national levels), but in the past 
two years, two houses have been torn down. No historical district commission exists to keep an 

eye out on the historic nature of Stafford Hollow. 

Becky Kraussman offered to begin a survey of Highland Terrace properties and the Witt School 

as an initial phase of developing a possible historical district. Roger Ingraham had met with 

resistance 25 years ago on Highland Terrace when he had initiated a similar effort. SHAC 
members asked about the advantages of being in a historical district. Becky also said statistics 

show that neighborhoods in historical districts tend to be more stable with subsequent greater 

ability to resell. Becky said being in a historical district means there are some grants available to 
homeowners for tasks such as replacing a slate roof. 

Don Passardi cited the CT statutes that disallow business uses in a historical district. 

Butch Clark said, SHAC members should keep in mind that eventually we have to write a formal 

recommendation to the Board of Selectmen about each property. So we have to develop 
coherent approaches! 

Butch Clark pointed out that when it comes to the Stafford Hollow Historical District, it does 

not come under SHAC's current mandate. The original ordinance would have to be changed so 

that SHAC could have influence in the Hollow Historical District. He will add to the next agenda 

discussion of revising the Stafford Historical Advisory Commission charter. Roger Ingraham 

commented that this represents mission creep; he advocates that SHAC carry on with our task 

of analyzing the Witt and Pinney schools, and let any expanded mandate emerge after we 
explore a lot and we have an efficacious purpose. 

6. 	 Discussion of FOI workshop. Chairman Clark is interested in arranging a seminar for SHAC 
members and other Town commissions; he will contact the FOI folks to determine their 
availability and will notify SHAC members. 

7. 	 Chairman Clark had suggested postponing till later in the 8/28/2017 meeting the discussion 

and review of the State Statutes (Chapter 97a. Historic Districts and Historic Properties), as 
they may relate to the Commission's mission. Roger Ingraham made a motion to this effect, 

and Maureen Griffith seconded the motion. All members voted in favor to moving this in the 
agenda to a later point in the evening's agenda. 
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Due to a lengthy discussion about possible uses of the Witt and Pinney schools, as well as 

the benefits of designating a historic district to facilitate receiving tax credits and grants for 

potential developers, a motion was made by Becky Kraussmann to table the discussion of 
the State Statutes about historical districts until the next meeting on 9/25/2017. Maureen 

Griffith seconded the motion. All members agreed to this. 

8. Public comment. No members of the public were in attendance at the end of the SHAC 

meeting. 

9. There was no old business. 

10. There was no new business. 

11. Donald Passardi made a motion to adjourn the meeting at 9 p.m.; Roger Ingraham 

seconded the motion. The meeting adjourned at 9 p.m. 

Resp~ctfU"Y-~IhoY~mitted' _

/, jf/jJ 1)hrf~--
B~th Magura ' 

Secretary 

Stafford Historical Advisory Commission. 
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